f '^{log + | f(re«)\}dt
Jo is bounded uniformly for 0=><1, where yp(x) is a real monotone non-decreasing function of x such that limx_M ip(x)/x= <x>. Then limr_i/(re' ') exists for almost all t, 0^/<2tt, defining a boundary function F(eif) such that f* log |F(e'') \dt exists and such that
(1) log |/(0) | g^ r2'log|F(e«)|o7. § 2x Jo
We can assume that/(0)^0 without loss of generality. Let
Lt(f) =-Ç *log+\f (re«) \dt.
2ir Jo [January Since limI=0O \p(x)/x = °o, and since f tf{log+|/(re«)| }dt Ja is bounded uniformly for 0^r<l, L+(f) must also be bounded uniformly for 0 = r<l. Then, using the results of Ostrowski stated above, only the proof of the inequality (1) remains to be given. It follows from the Jensen-Nevanlinna formula* that 122-23. t C. de la Vallée Poussin, these Transactions, vol. 16 (1915) , p. 451. Î P. Fatou, Acta Mathematica, vol. 30 (1906), pp. 375-76. § Ostrowski, loe. cit., p. 86; F. and R. Nevanlinna, loe. cit., pp. 11-12. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is bounded uniformly for 0^r<l. Let Ex, • ■ ■ , E"be mutually exclusive measurable point sets on \z | =1 such that mEj>0*, j = 1, ■ • ■ , n, and such that mEx+ ■ ■ ■ +mEn = 2ir. Then if] {¿/j'«1'1*1}""*" (3) 1,-■,»), it follows that (4) | /(0) | ^ flvimBin2r) • i-i
It will be noted that the ¿th condition of (3) is satisfied if \F(z) | ^ r}¡ almost everywhere on E,-. Corollary 1 is obvious if /(0) =0. If /(0) 5^0, the corollary is deduced from Theorem 1 by means of a well known integral inequality: if g (x) is a real not-negative integrable function of x on a measurable set E such that fs log g(x)dx exists, then log-= I g(x)dx â --I logg(x)dx.% which is equivalent to the inequality (4). The proof of this is simply the application of Corollary 1 to the function
a function which is analytic in \w \ < 1 and has the value/(z) at w =0. This result will be the basis for the discussion of §111 in which functions of the form Pj(z) will be considered in some detail. 2irP,(z) is the measure of the point set into which E¡ is transformed by the linear transformation w -z w' =-zw -1 Corollary 3. Letf(z), F(z) be the same as in Theorem 1 and suppose in addition that fz)f^0, fz) =azk+ • ■ • , a^O, ¿ = 0. Then if E( is the set of those points on \z \ = 1 for which \F(z) \ = e, mEc has an upper bound approaching 0 with e and depending only on e, \a\, M, where log M = L if), 0 = r<l.
As noted in the proof of Theorem 1, a constant M such that log M^L+(f), 0 = r<l, actually exists. Let/0(z) =/(z)/z*. It is a simple matter to show that there exists a real monotone non-decreasing function fo(x) such that so that combining inequalities (7) and (8), (9) -f '| log|F(e«0 \\dt£ log (M2/\a\).
2ir Jo
It is now easy to prove Corollary 3. Apply Theorem 1 to/0(z):
where CE, is the complementary set of E, on \z | = 1. Then using (9), log | a | ^ -mE, log 6 + log (il/2/ | a | ). 
II. Metric density and metric cluster values
Let a measurable point set E be given on \z \ = 1. The set E will be said to be metrically dense at a point P (which may or may not belong to E) if every neighborhood of P contains a subset of E of positive measure. This concept is made more precise as follows. If A is an arc (open or closed) with P as midpoint, the inferior and superior limits of m(E-A)/mA as m A approaches 0 will be called the lower and upper mean metric densities of E at P respectively.* If these are equal, their common value will be called the mean metric density of E at P. If the mean metric density of E exists and is 1 at a point P, the metric density of E exists and is 1 at P and conversely. By a theorem of Lebesguef the metric density of E exists and is 1 almost everywhere in E, which implies the same fact for the mean metric density.
Let £ be a measurable point set on the rr-axis. Then the lower metric density of E on the right at x = x0 is defined as
where 7 is an interval lying on the right of x0 and having x0 as one end point.
Lemma 2.1. Let E, E' be measurable point sets on the interval 0 ^x ^ 1, having lower metric density 5, 8' respectively on the right at x = 0. Let the points of E be transformed into those of E' in a one-to-one way by the transformation x' = \p(x), with inverse x = \f/x(x'), where \f> ( If ^'(0+)=a>0,
The last term has the limit 0 when y approaches 0 since if y0 is so small that (i) \\J/'(x)-a | ^ea when 0^x^y0 and that (ii) ay/\p(y) £2, 0<y^y0, 
Setting X = ((v -l)/v)8, we get the desired result. Let a measurable function F(z) be defined almost everywhere on \z | =1. If the set of those points at which \F(z) -F(z0) | ^e, z0 fixed, has metric density 1 at Zo for all e >0, F(z) is called approximately continuous at z0 by Denjoy. Den joy proved that F(z) is approximately continuous almost everywhere and that a necessary and sufficient condition that F(z) be approximately continuous at a point P is that F(z) be continuous at P on a point set containing P and having metric density 1 at P.* In order to state in a simple way the theorems which are to be proved, the concept of approximate continuity will be generalized. If a number a and a point P exist such that the set of those points at which |F(z) -a | =e has lower (upper) mean metric density Se at P, where» lim W = 0, d > 0, * A. Denjoy, Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 43 (1915), pp. 165-173. a will be called a metric cluster value of the first (second) kind of F(z) at P. The upper limit (which may be + °o ) of exponents d for which lim e<5«>d
.=0 0 will be called the order of the cluster value. A special case is 56 = 5>0, which reduces to approximate continuity at P if 5 = 1 and if F(P)=a.
A related special case is that in which F(z) is continuous at P on a set of positive lower (upper) mean metric density at P. This is an immediate consequence of (13), since, in (12), if mA->0,r->1. As a first application we sketch a proof of Fatou's theorem that if U(eu) is a bounded measurable function of /, 0 ^ / < 2tt,
is a harmonic function in \z \ < 1 and limr=i u(reil) = U(eu) for almost all /, 0g/<27T.*
The fact that u(z) is harmonic in \z \ < 1 is well known. The proof that the boundary function is actually U(eH) will be sketched in two steps. * P. Fatou, Acta Mathematica, vol. 30 (1906) , pp. 345-349. The restriction that Uie") be bounded is not necessary: it is sufficient that U(eil) be Lebesgue-integrable.
(i) Let U(eu) = 1 on a measurable set E on \z | = 1 and 0 elsewhere. Then in the notation of Lemma 3.1, u(r) = mE(r)/(2ir). It is at once evident from the corollary to the lemma that limr_i u(reil) = 1 = U(eu) almost everywhere in E (wherever the metric density of E is 1). Substituting its complementary set for E and 1 -U(eil) for U(e") it is seen that lim_i u(reu) =0 = U(eil) almost everywhere in the complement of E.
(ii) Let U(eu) be a measurable function taking on only a finite number of values. Then it is a finite sum of functions considered in (i) and so the theorem is also true in this case. The transition to any bounded measurable function can be carried out without difficulty.
It can be deduced almost at once from this that if f(z) is a bounded analytic function in \z \ <1, \imr=x f(reil) exists for almost all t, 0^/<27r. We can suppose that /0 = 0. Let E become E(r) under the transformation w = (z-r)/(rz -1). Then as in Theorem 1, Corollary 2, we apply Theorem 1 to the function f(z -r)/(rz -l)), getting I f(r) I ^ T/m£(r)/(2r)Jl-m£(r)/(2r) _ ^m£(r)/(2T)<
The theorem is now an immediate consequence of the corollary to Lemma 3.1. We now define different types of cluster values of f(z) at its boundary points. The point z will be said to approach a point P on \z \ = 1 on a nontangential path if z remains within some angle whose vertex is at P and whose sides are chords of \z | =1. Since we are only considering bounded functions, a sufficient condition that f(z) have the limit a when z approaches P on any non-tangential path is that/(z) have the limit a atP when z approaches P on a single such path which is a simple Jordan arc* f(z) will be said to have the cluster value a when z approaches a point P of \z | = 1 on some given path if there is a sequence of points Z\, z2, • ■ •, on the path such that limn_M/(zn) =a, z"->P. We shall need a slight extension of the idea of metric cluster value as defined above. Let f(z) have the cluster value a on a straight line L to P on \z | = 1. Then if the set of points on L at which \f(z) -a \ =e has lower (upper) metric density 5, at P on the side of L within \z | < 1, such that lim e(î«)i = 0, d > 0, e = 0 a will be called a metric cluster value of the first (second) kind of f(z) onL at P. The order is defined as before. If F(z) is a measurable function defined almost everywhere on \z\ =1, its metric cluster values on one side of a point on ¡z| = l are defined in an obvious way. It is evident, however, from the symmetry of the definition of mean metric density, that a metric cluster value of F(z) on one side of a point on \z \ = 1 is also a metric cluster value of F(z) at the point as originally defined, and that the kind and order are unchanged.
Theorem 3. Let f(z) be a bounded analytic function in \z\<l with the boundary function F(z). Let P be a point of \z \ = 1.
(i) The metric cluster values of the first and second kinds of F(z) at P of order greater than 1 are contained in the set of cluster values of f(z) on any single straight line to P.
(ii) 2/ the set of metric cluster values of the first and second kinds of F(z) at P of order greater than 1 contains one of the first kind, a,f(z) has the unique limit a as z approaches P on non-tangential paths : F(P) =a, and all the metric cluster values of the first two kinds of F(z) at P of order greater than 1 have the common value a.
This generalizes a theorem proved by Pringsheim, Lindelöf and others which says that F(z) cannot have a discontinuity of the first kind (a jump). For if F(z) has the limit a on one side of P, ß on the other, a, ß are limits on sets of mean metric density \. They are then both metric cluster values of the first kind (of infinite order), so, by (ii), a = ß. It is to be noted that the theorem does not state a necessary condition on F(z) in order that/(z) have the unique limit a when z approaches P on non-tangential paths. In the latter * E. Lindelöf, Acta Societatis Scientiarum Fennicae, vol. 46, No. 4 (1915) , p. 10. The theorem used, which will be generalized below, can be stated as follows. Letf{z) be analytic and bounded in the region 00<fo, fo>0, |0 \<<¡><¡, <¿>o>0, where 2 = re'*. Then if lim,_o/(z)=a when z approaches 0=0 on a simple Jordan arc lying in 0<r<ro, |<i>|S$i <<t>o, limz_o /(z) =a uniformly in any region 0<r<ro, \<l>\ú<h<<t>i¡-event, however, by (i), F(z) can have no metric cluster values of the first two kinds of order greater than 1 other than a. The proof is a simple application of Theorem 2. Let Fiz) have a as a metric cluster value of the second kind of order greater than 1 at P. We can suppose that P is the point z = 1, that a = 0, and that \Fiz) | = 1. Then if the set of those points on \z | =1 at which |F(z) | =e has upper mean metric density 5" lim inf | fr) | = e»<V. on letting e approach 0. The value a = 0 must then be a cluster value oí fiz) on the radius to P. It will be shown-in §V that a is a cluster value of fz) when z. approaches P on any chord of \z \ = 1. If a = 0 is a metric cluster value of the first kind of F(z) at P : z = 1 of order greater than 1, it is shown similarly that lim sup | fr) | = lim fr) = 0.
r=l r=l These two facts together with the theorem of Lindelöf quoted above in the note are sufficient to prove Theorem 3. The following theorem generalizes the theorem of Lindelöf just used.
Theorem 4. Let fiz) be a bounded analytic function in \z | < 1, and let P be a point of \z [ = 1. Then if fiz) has the metric cluster value a of the first kind of order greater than 2 on a single straight line to P, lim^p fz) =a when z approaches P on any non-tangential path: F(P) =a.
It is thus seen that for/(z) to have a unique limit on a line to P is the same as for it to have merely a metric cluster value of the first kind of order greater than 2 on the line at P. It will be seen from the discussion to be given that more general curves than straight lines could be used in the hypothesis, defining metric cluster values on these curves suitably. Theorem 4 evidently generalizes the theorem of Lindelöf given in the footnote on page 163, and can be stated in a similar way, for functions defined in a sector instead of in a circle.
The proof is an application of Theorem 3. Let/(z) have the metric cluster value a of the first kind of order greater than 2 on the line L to P. There is another chord ¿'of \z \ = 1 meeting L at P and forming with L an angle of size t = tt/[2(1 +«0)] where e0>0 is arbitrarily small. We consider/(z) defined in the sector 5 determined by L, V and an arc of the circle of radius 1, center at P:zo. The sector S can be transformed into a circle in the following way. First transform it into a semicircle by z' = (z -z0)2a+i0). The semicircle is then inverted on an end point of its bounding diameter, and thus transformed into a quadrant of the plane. The quadrant is transformed into a half-plane by a transformation of the form z' = (z -Zi)2 and the half-plane into a circle by a linear transformation.
The product of all these transformations, w=cb(z), is a function analytic in 5 in a neighborhood of P. The function <p(z) is compounded of functions with non-vanishing derivatives at P and one of the form z' = (z -Zo)2<1+e|),. Then if F is a point set on L in \z \ < 1 which is transformed into E' on \w \ = 1 by w =4>(z), if E has lower metric density 5 on L at P on the side in \z \ < 1, and if E' has lower metric density 5' on \w | = 1 &tP':<j>(P) on the corresponding side, 5'^c52(1+,o), where -/1 + 2f°Y+2"' C ~ \2 + 2e0/ by Lemma 2.1. Let z=<j>i(w) be the branch of the inverse of 4>(z) analytic in \w | < 1 and taking it into the interior of S. Then if /(z) has a as a metric cluster value of the first kind on L at P of order greater than 2, the function f[<pi(w) ], bounded and analytic in \w \ < 1, has a boundary function on \w \ = 1 which has a as a metric cluster value of the first kind at P'. Since e0 can be made small at pleasure it is clear that the order of the cluster value at P' is greater than 1. Then f[<bx(w)\ has the limit a, by Theorem 4, (ii), on all nontangential paths to P' so that/(z) has the same limit on certain paths to P in the sector S. By the theorem of Lindelöf (see footnote on page 163),/(z) then has the limit a on all no i-tangential paths to P.
It is seen from the abovf proof that the order of the cluster value on L, instead of being taken greater than 2 could have been made dependent on the angle 8 between L and the radius to P. If 6 is nearly ir/2 the order can be taken near 1.
If Theorems 3 and 4 are stated for functions analytic in a sector of a circle, approach to the vertex P being considered, the only essential difference in statement is the difference in the orders of the metric cluster values considered. The discussion given in §IV has been restricted to approach to points of |z [ = 1 on non-tangential paths and even approach on non-tangential paths other than radii has not been treated directly. The methods used will now be applied directly to non-tangential (other than radial) approach and also to tangential approach to \z | =1. Part of Theorem 3 remains to be proved, in this connection. Let/(z) be a bounded analytic function in \z \ <l with the boundary function Fiz). Let F(z) have a as a metric cluster value of the second kind of order greater than 1 at P on \z | = 1. It was proved that a is then a cluster value at P of f(z) on the radius to P and there remains the proof that a is a cluster value of f(z) at P on every other straight line to P. Let the point f trace such a straight line L. Let Et be the set of those points on \z | =1 at which \F(z) -a | =e and let Ee have upper mean metric density 5« at P. We can suppose that P is the point z = 1, that a = 0, and that |/(z) | ^ 1. Then let E( be transformed into E,(%) by the transformation The desired result is thus proved, and from the proof as here given it is clear that the result could be stated in a stronger way. We now take up tangential approach to \z \ = 1. Let f(z) be a bounded analytic function in |z|<l with boundary function F(z). If f(z) has the unique limit a as z approaches a point F on \z | = 1 on every curve tangent to \z | = 1 at P, F(z) must be continuous at P (excluding from consideration the set of points of measure zero on \z \ -1 at which F(z) is not defined). For it follows readily from a theorem of Lindelöf* that/(z) then also has the limit a on every path to P. Conversely if F(z) is continuous at P with value a, possibly excluding from consideration a set of points on \z \ = 1 of zero measure, lim^p/(z) =a no matter how z approaches P from within \z \ = 1 by the same theorem of Lindelöf. The theorems which follow show the connection between cluster values of f(z) at P on curves tangent to \z \ = 1 at P and the * E. Lindelöf, Acta Societatis Scientiarum Fennicae, vol. 46, No. 4 (1915) , p. 13. Theorem 3, (ii), is a generalization of this theorem.
metric cluster values of F(z) at P. The conditions on F(z) need only be conditions on one side of P since tangential approach to P concerns only one side of the radius to P. Thus if F(z) is continuous on one side of P (excluding possibly from consideration a set of points on \z | = 1 of measure zero), with limit value a, \xmz^Pf(z) =a when z approaches P on non-tangential paths, by Theorem 3, (ii). Using conformai mapping, it follows from the remarks just made concerning the conduct of a bounded analytic function in the neighborhood of a point of continuity of its boundary function, that lim^p/(z) =a for any manner of approach to P as long as z remains in the semicircle concerned : .the one determined by the diameter through P and on the side of the arc on which F(z) has the limiting value a at P. The conditions to be set are then conditions on F(z) at one side of P and should imply less than continuity. The condition (i) prescribes that E has metric density 1 (on one side) at P and also limits the slowness with which m(E-A)/mA can approach 1. The condition (ii) restricts P to lie outside an angle one of whose sides is the radius toP and the other some chord through P in the upper half-plane. The condition (iii) allows the path of approach to be a tangent path but not of too high an order. Let A " be the arc on \z \ -1 determined by z = e", 0 = t = 2tn. Then using the same argument as that used several times already, I f(Pn) I è r;(2/,r)arctan*(£'yl'"'"'') rm.^j_/e s*J1 mA m^4« = P
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